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The best winter we
(n)ever had
The tiny Austrian ski resort of Heiligenblut stretched
its season well past its usual sell-by date this winter,
and Andreas Hofer was there to enjoy it
PHOTOS GEORG SCHIECHL

 Georg Schiechl

and Hofer on top
of Kleinglockner.
“Nature became
our great
consoler, fitness
our shrink...”
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 Cruising down

Racherin (3,092m)
before it gets
seriously steep
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 Heiligenblut in
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January 2021,
with the
Schobergruppe
massif and
Grossglockner
looming high
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inter was not admitting defeat
easily this year. It came with
unprecedented amounts of
snow, unusually cold weather, and lasted
well beyond its sell-by date.		
When I visited Heiligenblut, the
tiny, Austrian ski resort at the foot of
Großglocker (3,798m) at the end of April,
the battle with spring was not yet decided.
On one side the still-three-metre thick
armoury of snow, a firm frontier retreating
only a few inches per day. On the other
side, beyond the debris of this winter’s
avalanches – a no-man’s-land of uprooted
forests, smashed fences and damaged
houses – spring, already marking its new
possessions with crocus and coltsfoot.
After a season of crippling lockdowns,
skiing more than anything has morphed
into a strange new normal. In the absence
of legal accommodation, countries lucky
enough to have had at least their ski lifts
running saw locals taking to the pistes as
never before. Like Londoners who roamed
the parks in unprecedented numbers, it
was the denizens of the Alps who dusted
off their skis to spend weekends or even
working-from-home days on the slopes.
In countries where ski lifts were considered
a form of outdoor sports, essentially
Austria, Finland and Switzerland, it was the
small, local resorts that people frequented
most – those close enough for a day trip
while unusually blessed with snow this
winter, even at low altitude. City dwellers
were joined by the ski resort folk who, for
once, didn’t have to cater for the whims
of guests as hotels, shops and restaurants
remained shut throughout.
Confined, bereaved of social life and
indoor entertainment, people kept their
sanity by venturing outdoors. Nature
became our great consoler, fitness our
shrink. Hiking, snowshoe walking and ski
touring suddenly boomed, even where
ski lifts still operated, and of course more so

in Italy and France where they had closed.
My ski touring, often belittled in the past
or met with incredulity, had suddenly gone
mainstream. Throughout the Alps, but
even in the US, sport outlets were raided
for those ultra-light touring skis, special
bindings, climbing skins and ‘snow blades’.
After a short while, and sales of 500,000
pairs of such skis, the shops ran dry.
Friends started to call me, apologetic about
their erstwhile ignorance and shriving their
new passion.

PIONEERS OF A NEW SPORT
I have visited Heiligenblut every month
this winter. I have witnessed the hopes of
hoteliers and shop owners postponed from
day to day, and from month to month, until
after Easter even the most hopeful had to
concede that there won’t be any winter
tourism this year – for the first time since its
inception, because not even the Great Wars
would have deterred skiers.
The pandemic has changed the village
profoundly. Most hotels, steeped in debt
even before the pandemic, are facing
a bleak future. The main supermarket
has closed down for good. Many people
employed in winter tourism have either
sought employment elsewhere or chosen
early retirement. 		
The mayor who I had interviewed in
January has stepped down, and so has his
deputy. The waitress is a nurse now. The
shop assistant has found a job in highway
maintenance. The ski lift attendant went
back to his father’s farm.
Yet there are the mountains. The great
levellers. The great redeemers. The most
beautiful, pristine, wildest mountains in
Europe forming its biggest nature reserve,
Hohe Tauern National Park.
The realm of winter was defended by
a distinct line of demarcation, a wall
three metres high that started at 1,700m
altitude. Below was spring. Above it an
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 Ski touring

goes mainstream:
Hofer en route to
Sandkopf
 Ski-biking in

the National Park
Hohe Tauern,
where winter
lasts well into
May

unblemished world of white, with no grass
or rock melting into the open. Chamois
grazed on the other side of the border, with
dry moss and heather surfacing wherever
slab avalanches had striped the slope into
zebra patterns – a sure sign that spring was
advancing without mercy.
Surfaced roads and the dirt tracks
emerging from winter below that 1,700m
line were dry, sunbathing in fine weather.
With car traffic still closed until June we
would approach the ‘border wall’ on e-bikes,
our gear tied to our avalanche rucksacks.
It was exhilarating to pedal uphill
without effort, knowing that no car or hiker
would come after us. We enjoyed our early
morning rides at temperatures still well
below zero. To bike down to the village after
a full day of skiing instead of staggering
along in heavy boots was bliss. My
mountain guide, Georg ‘Schorsch’ Schiechl,
and I felt like pioneers of a new sport.
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A PILGRIMAGE ON SKINS
Snow conditions in the second half of April
were ideal. While our first tours to Sandkopf
(3,090m, starting at the transhumance
barns of Apriach), and Brennkogel
(3,019m, starting from Grossglockner
Hochalpenstrasse) gave us the last turns
of powder snow, clear nights, morning frost
and powerful sunshine during the day, just
made for perfect turns in corn snow.
Racherin (3,092m), a peak descending
with drama to the mighty Pasterze glacier,
was our first trip into spring skiing.
Attractively undulating, west-facing slopes
with a gradient of 30 to 40 degrees held
open vistas to the magnificent Schober
Gruppe range and Austria’s highest
mountain, the Großglockner (3,798m).
In a valley to the east we could glimpse
Heiligenblut’s ski resort, still groomed to
absolute perfection as if the season were
about to start.

Scaling the iconic Großglockner the
next day was strenuous and somewhat
underwhelming. The climb starts at
Lucknerhaus (1,920m) in East Tyrol.
Coming from Carinthia we had to Covidtest the day before, as Tyrol was cordoned
off from the rest of Austria, and heavily
armed, military check points at the county
border were imposing strict controls.
Arriving at 5am, the parking at the
refuge hut was already full. The dark
valley in front of us was festooned with an
uninterrupted chain of headlights gently
swaying uphill.
We joined the mass pilgrimage on skins
up to the Adlersruhe refuge (3,454m), where
we had to change to crampons for the last
350m altitude. The steep, rocky climb from
there on was a pushing and shoving in both
directions, with people squeezing past each
other ascending or returning from the peak.
I longed for my skis. I stumbled.

I cursed. I regretted to have spent six
hours, covering almost 2,000 vertical
metres, for relatively little skiing in heavily
tracked terrain.

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH
Skiing Schwertkopf (3,099m) the next
day would compensate us amply for our
disappointment. The mountain has a steep,
continuous gradient of 45 degrees, its
flange glistening alluringly and dauntingly
in winter and summer.
A chute of monolith rock prominently
showing off its awful might to valley
dwellers, Schwertkopf had been a pet
project of mine, yet never realised.
Conditions had to be perfect, as the almost
fissure-less surface can be deadly. A
misstep or a snow slide and nothing will
save you from tumbling 850m to your end.
We started again at Lucknerhaus, our
PCR tests still valid for the day, to hike to
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 Winter reigns

 A glorious

supreme at the
top of Racherin
(3,092m)

Glorerhütte (2,642m), which we reached in
90 minutes. After half an hour day broke
and we could switch off our headlamps.
Erected in 1887, Glorerhütte, a shinglecovered, sturdy building on the Berger
Törl saddle, is overlooking a vast expanse
of eternal snow, opening an eyrie’s view to
Heiligenblut in the distance.
Bathed in the warming rays of the
morning sun we took our skins off and skied
under an azure sky 450 vertical metres
into the lonely, seemingly endless Leitertal
valley, traversing on the valley floor to the
foot of Schwertkopf.
We were alone. No sign of human life, no
one around but marmots, who had already
started to dig themselves out of their
wintery burrows, undermining winter’s
claim to invincibility.
We knew that scaling this steep slope
would be a daunting task. What we
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farewell to
winter: the
45-degree flank
of Schwertkopf
could not have anticipated was how
psychologically demanding it is to skin
a frozen, almost vertical slope. Above
us no end in sight. The same, relentless
whiteness, not offering even a small ledge
to mentally rest. The flank above our tracks
could be reached with an outstretched
arm. Below us the abyss. After a while we
managed to tune in. Step, step, step and
on and on and on. The vast expanse of the
slope made kick-turns less of a necessity,
but more of an emotional choice. How long
does one wish to walk the same direction at
an angle of 45 degrees?
After 850m altitude and 90 minutes of
suspense it was all of sudden over. The top,
never to be seen on our uphill struggles,
appeared so unexpectedly that we had to
force ourselves to stop at the edge of the
chasm separating us from Großglockner, a
stone’s throw away.

The descent was not of this world. At
9.30am the icy surface had already softened
enough to offer a perfect surface for the
smoothest turns of the season. Suspended
between heaven and earth we carved the
slopes never to stop again. Exhilarated and
basking in sunshine of 18 degrees-plus we
did not mind the arduous hike back to the
Berger Törl saddle. We were rewarded by a
marvellous descent, 750m vertical metres
of soft, corn snow back to our car.
Seven hours later, sunburned and
content, we sipped our beers in the outdoor
restaurant of Lucknerhaus. We watched all
the people returning from Großglockner,
exhausted, agitated and proud. We smiled
for ourselves, pleased to have waved
farewell to winter in style.

Factfile
Chalet-Hotel Senger (romantic.at,
+43 (0)4824 2215) is a family-run, four-star
hotel with a top restaurant. Or try
Nationalpark Lodge (nationalparklodge.at,
+43 (0)4824 2244), a four-star hotel with
star-rated cuisine and good spa facilities.
Sportladen Heiligenblut, by the valley gondola
(sport2000.at) is the best ski shop for hiring
ski touring equipment.
Georg ‘Schorsch’ Schiechl is an IFMGA
qualified mountain guide. Hire him for your
next ski adventure at schorsch@alpinschule-grossglockner.at. For more information
on Heiligenblut visit heiligenblut.at
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